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Abstract:  Many buildings having irregularity in each plan and elevation in the gift situation. To make building safe from 

devastating earthquakes. For that it is necessary to perceive the performance of the structures to resist towards disaster for 

both existing and new one. Underneath earthquake loading systems revel in lateral deflections. Significance of those lateral 

deflections is related to many variables including structural device, mass of the structure and mechanical residences of the 

structural substances. For the analysis of strengthened concrete multi-storied homes are very complicated to version as 

structural device. The present-day model of the is: 1893 (element i) -2002 requires that almost all multistoried homes be 

analysed as 3-dimensional systems.  

In this observe we are going to introduce shear wall in the multi-storey constructing. A repair plan irregularity is considered 

in the structure. To peer the effect of constructing with and without shear wall (shear wall having distinct shape, with 

regular region is to be taken).  This examine is going to speak about the performance of g+20 multi-storey constructing 

underneath seismic loading. To decrease the seismic overall performance of the structure its crucial to lessen abnormal 

story reaction. The have a look at as a whole makes an effort to evaluate the effect of shear wall in abnormal Rcc buildings, 

in terms of dynamic characteristics and the influencing parameters which could regulate the impact on tale displacement, 

drifts of adjoining tales, immoderate torsion, base shear, etc.  

From the above discussion it's far observed that as we change the position and shape of shear wall, having similar region 

will lessen the impact of irregularity towards the lateral loading in case of g+20 Rc building, the story displacement, story 

glide, overturning second is efficiently decreased. It's also discovered that via converting the location story stiffness get 

effected. Further, it is also observed that the terrible shear force is generated within the constructing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General: Because the peak of shape increases then the consideration of lateral load may be very a lot vital. For 

that the lateral load resisting machine turns into extra vital than the structural machine that resists the gravitational 

hundreds. The lateral load resistant system is broadly used are shear wall, ridge body, diagrid gadget. The machine 

generally used lateral load resisting system. Shear walls concurrently face up to big horizontal load assist have very 

high in plane stiffness and energy and aid gravity masses, making them quite positive in lots of structural engineering 

packages. In architecture planning tall building diagrid structural machine is adopted. The particular geometric 

configuration of the system diagrid– diagonal grid structural structures are widely used for tall homes due to its 

structural performance and aesthetic capacity. Therefore, the diagrid, for structural effectiveness and aesthetics has 

generated renewed interest from architectural and structural designers of tall buildings. 

 

Shear wall, in building production is a rigid vertical diaphragm able to transferring lateral forces from exterior walls, 

floors, and roofs to the floor basis in a route parallel to their planes. Examples are the bolstered-concrete wall or 

vertical truss. Lateral forces as a result of wind, earthquake, and choppy settlement loads, similarly to the weight of 

shape and occupants; create powerful twisting (torsional) forces. These forces can actually tear (shear) a constructing 

apart. Reinforcing a body by way of attaching or placing a rigid wall internal it maintains the form of the frame and 

prevents rotation on the joints. Shear walls are mainly crucial in high-upward thrust homes concern to lateral wind 

and seismic forces. A number of the functions were mentioned beneath: - 

1. Shear partitions are mainly vital in excessive-rise buildings. 

2. In residential homes, shear walls are outside form a container which provides all the lateral help for the constructing. 

3. Resist: lateral masses, seismic loads, vertical forces (gravity). 

4. Reduces lateral sway of the constructing. 

5. Offer large electricity and stiffness to buildings within the course in their orientation. 
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6. Inflexible vertical diaphragm transfers the loads into foundations. 

7. Shear partitions behaviour depends upon: fabric used, wall thickness, wall duration, wall positioning in constructing 

frame also. 

 
 

Fig: Shear Wall 

 

1.2 Behaviour of Shear Wall under Lateral Loads 

The shear wall along without considering the interaction of the frame can resist the lateral loads of about 35 stories. When 

the number of floors is increasing shear walls cannot resist the loads along. Further, the length and width of the shear walls 

also cannot be increased due to the limitations in the floor area. In these situations, the interaction of the shear wall with the 

frame is considered which indeed reduces the lateral deflections/drift considerably. Further, it reduces the flexural moment 

in the wall considerably. Therefore, consideration of the wall frame interactions improves the performance of the structure 

and it reduces the cost of the construction too. 

1.3 Placement of shear walls 

     As a popular rule, the right placement for shear walls in high-rise buildings and those houses that require them is within the 

centre of each 1/2 of a constructing. Past that, shear partitions must be built symmetrically across the constructing’s principal 

axis. In different words, if there is a shear wall on its north side, it has to have an equal one on its south side. If there 's a 

shear wall in the southeast nook of a constructing, then an identical shear wall can be positioned on the alternative side of 

the valuable axis, within the southwest corner. 

1.4 Classification of Shear Walls: 

1) Easy square sorts and flanged partitions. 

2) Coupled shear walls. 

3) Rigid body shear walls. 

4) Framed walls with in stuffed frames. 

5) Column supported shear walls. 

6) Middle types shear walls. 

            1.5 Failures of Shear Walls 

Knowing the structural behaviour of shear walls is very important especially when we are designing tall buildings. 

Shear walls become very critical elements in those buildings. Failure of a shear wall could fail the lateral load resisting 

system and as a result collapse of a structure is also possible. Mainly there are four types of failure modes that can be 

identified. 

1.Flexural failure 

2.Horizontal tension 

3.Sliding on flexural cracks 

         1.6 Objectives of the study: Following are the objectives of this study: - 

• Analysis of building using different type of Shear wall patterns at different location in the building.  

• Obtaining the nodal displacement, overturning moment, Story Drift for different shapes of shear wall for V seismic 

zone with the help of CSI - Etabs 2018.  

• To see the optimum location of Shear Wall in the building. 

• To do the analysis of building using different shapes of Shear Wall in building using CSI-Etabs 2018 

 

2.0 Literature Review 

 

i. Swaddiwudhipong et al. [6] (2003) a laptop software for the analysis of tall buildings comprising frames and shear 

walls coupled collectively is presented. Each static and free vibration analyses of the homes of each uniform and no 

uniform sections on either inflexible or bendy basis are considered. The governing equations are formulated through 
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the continuum technique treating the systems as shear-flexure cantilevers. Both polynomial and transcendental 

displacement functions are hired to approximate the real displacement discipline. The approach is shown to be simple 

yet powerful. 

ii. Sabaratnam et al. [7] (2003) a simplified analysis of torsional coupled multi-storey homes, suitable for use with 

microcomputers, is presented in this paper. Interaction among the lateral and torsional components of the response is 

mechanically included inside the evaluation. Flooring is assumed to be inflexible diaphragms each with three degrees 

of freedom. Ability and kinetic energies of the constructing are calculated and the equations of motion are derived the 

usage of Lagrange’s equations. Interplay inside the vertical path is limited to a floor above and a floor under, as befits 

a shear beam model. Consequently, the model is close-coupled. A numerical instance and a dialogue on using the 

equations of movement are given. The analysis approach provided can be used basically for static reaction or the 

calculation of herbal frequencies and related modes of vibration, or finally, for a complete time history evaluation 

ought to deterministic forcing be acknowledged or to be had. 

iii. Zeng et al. [8] (2003) a generalized coordinate technique (gcm) is proposed for the discount of unknowns within the 

three-D analysis of tall buildings while the displacement approach is employed. The quantity of variables is reduced 

by way of the idea of in-aircraft rigid flooring and by use of a 2d polynomial approximation for the out-of-plane 

displacements of flooring, and a 1d polynomial approximation of the displacements with the peak of building. The 

overall stiffness equation is acquired in generalized coordinates. The ameliorations are completed on the member stage 

in order that calculations involving huge matrices are prevented. The gcm might be taken into consideration as a 

discount technique based totally on a mixture of the fem at member degree and the Rayleigh-ritz approach at the 

structure stage. The gcm has the benefits that (1) the quantity of unknowns is extensively decreased and is unbiased 

of the wide variety of storeys: (2) the accuracy may be adjusted by means of deciding on the wide variety of terms of 

the displacement feature. The garage wished, the required number of operations and the opportunity of choosing 

hierarchical displacement features to make the calculation adaptive are discussed. The approach offered can easily be 

prolonged to nonlinear and dynamic analysis. However, the derivation in this paper is confined only to the linear elastic 

analysis of frame and body-shear wall systems. Numerical examples are given to show the efficiency of the proposed 

method.  

iv. Li et al.[9] (2003) faucet-86 software has 3 particular functions: (1) using skinny-wall element with beginning for 

studying the torsion and warping effect of shear partitions below lateral hundreds; (2) using three-dimensional 

evaluation technique for calculating the deformation and member forces of tall building structures underneath lateral 

and vertical masses; (3) the use of 3 varieties of dynamic evaluation of systems, the plane vibration method for 

symmetric systems, the one direction seismic wave enter approach and the two route seismic waves concurrently enter 

technique for unsymmetrical structures wherein the torsion-couple vibration effect must be taken under consideration. 

Tap-86 application may be used to research such tall constructing structures as space frames, shear partitions and 

tubular structures below static and seismic hundreds, and to calculate the member forces and reinforcements of beams, 

columns and shear walls. The program is written in Fortran 77 and runs on ibm-4341 and ibm-3031 computers. 

v. Syngellakis and younes [10] (2001) a practical approach of analyzing frame-shear wall systems is supplied. Its 

development is based at the switch matrix technique and structural modelling the use of beam elements. The simple 

equations were derived for a general two-dimensional association of frames and shear walls taking into account the 

shear deformation of all structural elements. Axial deformations are typically omitted but their effect at the structural 

reaction of simple frame-shear wall mixtures is classed. An approximate analysis reducing uniform frames to single 

vertical elements is evolved and integrated into the overall formula. The laptop codes implementing each the linear 

static in addition to the free vibration analysis of frame-shear wall systems were tested for accuracy and performance 

through their substantial utility to a wide range of geometries. 

vi. Honderkamp [11] [12] (2001) a simplified elastic hand method for estimating forces in uneven multi-bent structures 

subjected to horizontal loading is offered. The structures may additionally include combos of coupled partitions, rigid 

frames, braced frames and wall-frames with shear partitions. Consequences for structures which can be uniform in 

height compare intently with outcomes from stiffness matrix evaluation. The approach is evolved from coupled-wall 

deflection theory, that's expressed in non-dimensional structural parameters. It debts for bending deformations in all 

man or woman contributors in addition to for axial deformations within the vertical members and is, therefore, more 

accurate for terribly tall systems. A closed answer of coupled differential equations for deflection and rotation offers 

the deflected shape alongside the height of the building. The proposed technique of analysis offers a notably simple 

and fast method of comparing the shear forces and bending moments of various stability structures for a proposed tall 

constructing. The derivation of equations for analysis proven on this paper is for unsymmetrical balance structures 

most effective, however the technique is also applicable to fashionable uneven structures. 

 

3.0 Methodology 

 3.1 GENERAL:  

In this chapter, discussion about the description of multi-story building having G+20 multi story has been done and analyzed 

for current study for types and patterns of Shear wall having different shape. Modeling and analysis through CSI-Etabs 2018 

has also been showcased in this chapter. 

           3.2 Validation of the present study 

     3.2.1. Overview 

In the present study the validation of the CSI-ETABS 2018 modelling system is carried by comparing base shear with manual 

calculation, using response spectrum method for seismic analysis of the building. 

Considering four story building having 12m story height, consisting plan area as 15m×15m. The building is placed at seismic 

zone IV, the response reduction factor and importance factor of the building is 5 and 1 respectively. Providing beam of 
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300×600mm and column section as 300×600mm, assuming the dead load and Imposed load (as per IS 1893:2016) for the 

building as 4kN and 3kN respectively. 

3.2.2 BRIEF PROCESS FOR MODELLING IN CSI ETABS-2018 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Brief Process for CSI Etabs Modelling 

CSI-ETABS 2018: ETABS is structural analysis software plays an important role for the seismic analysis of the models. 

Now a day for the construction of buildings and analysis of the models the software’s are used for the analysis purposes. 

ETABS has been presented different features of the software have been highlight which was used to carry out the analysis 

work for various modelling systems. 

Modelling of a G+20 multi-storey building having different shapes and positions of shear walls by using CSI 

ETABS have been shown below: - 

 

GEOMETRY PART 

Add Structural Elements in Form of Nodes, Beams and Plates 

PROPERTY PART 

Add Structural Configuration to Beam and Plates as Per 3.3 

LOAD & DEFINITION PART 
Provide Definition, Types and Combinations of Loads. Assign 

Loads to Geometry. 

DESIGNING PART 
Specify Is Codes. Define Parameters And Provide Parameters 

ToMembers. 

ANALYSIS PART 
Add the Analysis Command and Run Analysis to Obtain 

Output File and Post Processing Results 
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       Figure: 4.1 Model 1 – Model with no Shear wall              Figure: 4.2 Model with L-Shape Shear wall 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.3 Model with Shear wall at all corners           Figure: 4.4 Model with Rectangular-Shape Shear wall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure: 4.5 Model with Shear wall at centre.                   Figure: 4.6 Model with Shear wall at L-shape diagonal. 

 

     

 

          Figure: 4.7 Model with I-Shape Shear wall                          Figure: 4.8 Model with Shear wall at corners 
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4.0 Results and discussion 

4.1.1 Introduction 

After modelling and analysis all the model having Shear wall consisting of different shape, at different location on Etabs, 

the following conclusion is considered for the modelling system. Different seismic responses are recorded for the 

modelling system which are Story Displacement, Story Drift, Story overturning moment, Story Shear force, Story 

Stiffness. The results are evaluated with the help of the tables and figures. The maximum parameter is considered for the 

following analysis up to the top of the story level. Different load combination is applied and the max response we get for 

the loading 1.5 (DL + EQX) 

4.1.2 Story Displacement 

The displacement of model-7 and model-8 are having lowest story displacement having I-Shape Shear wall and shear 

wall at corners. The Story displacement of model-1 having max response, which having no shear wall. By providing shear 

wall the story Displacement is minimized for seismic zone V. 
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5.0 Conclusion  

 It is observed from the above analysis that the displacement in x-axis and y-axis observed in first model (which is 

without shear wall building) shows maximum displacement compared to the remaining models having shear wall at 

different locations. 

 It can be observed that the min. displacement and story drift has occurred in Model-7 and Model-8. As the Shape of 

Shear wall is as I-Section for model-7 at the center and at corners. By providing shear wall the stability of model is 

increased against lateral loading. Therefore, the displacement and story drift are reduced if the Shear wall is provided 

at center or at corresponding corners. 

 It can be observed that the maximum stiffness has occurred in model-7 and model-8. As the filling is more therefore, 

the stiffness is also higher.   

 We obtained min. overturning moment values for models-7 and model-8. The maximum overturning moment has 

occurred at the base of the building and it is observed that it is maximum if no shear wall is provided. 

 The best location of shear wall a in multi-story building obtained from the CSI-Etabs 2018 is in model-8 (shear wall 

near the core of the building) & then in the model-7 (I-shape shear wall placed at the center of the building). 

From the above discussion it is observed that as we change the position and Shape of Shear wall, having similar area 

will reduce the effect of irregularity against the lateral loading in model-8 and model-7 of G+20 RC building in V 

seismic zone, the story displacement, story drift, overturning moment is effectively reduced. It is also observed that 

by changing the location, story stiffness gets effected. 
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